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The structure.- --of ･Japan-ese - calf ma~ket,_ is very intricate, and po_s~esses .a striking 

regional character. This paper treats of the regional differences among the market 

prices of Japanese black calf, and of the role which livestock market openers play in 

the formation of those differences 

The first consideration will be given to the differences in ,calf price which are made 

among regions in the three typical producing districts, Ch~goku-Kinki, KyOshn and 

Tohoku, the next to the development of market openers in each region and their types, 

and the third to the influences which market openers exert upon the L0rmation of 

regional differences in the price 

I Analytical research on the actual condition of 

regional differences of calf price 

1. Differences by producing districts 

Table I shows the average prices in the main producing districts and prefectures 

Kinki-ChOgoku, Ky~lsht~ and Tohoku. In the general average. Kinki ranking first is 

~~ 3 , 589 higher than the second ranking Chtlgoku, but the latter is only ~~ I , 4.77 higher 

than the third ranking Ky~shti. Tohoku is remarkably lower than any other districts 

In the price of female calf, Kinki is the highest, about Y4,400 higher than Chngoku 

and almost ~~7,000 higher than Ky~shtl. Such a great disparity in female calf among 

districts is supposed to be chiefly due to the difference in quality. The reason why 

the regional difference in the price of male calf is comparatively small can not be 

attributed to quality, but to the increasing demand and the underproduction of it 

Generally speaking, it is pointed out that the price is lower in Tohoku district 

(except Fukushima prefecture) , where calf is inferior in quality and moreover, the 

rationalization of the market structure is at a low level, and that there is, on an average, 

little disparity between Ch~:1~goku ~nd*kyOsh-tl. The reason why the average price in 

Ky~shti is higher is, it must be noted, due to the fact that calf price is especially high 

in the two preLectures, Kagoshima and Miyazaki, in that district. In the other prefectures 

there, the price is lower than that of Chtigoku district 
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Table 1. 

Ky5to 

Hy~go 

Kinki 

Tottori 

Shimane 

Calf Price in Major Producing Districts 

(June, 1964 to May, 1965) 

(Average Price) 
(Unit : yen) 

Okayama 
Hiroshima 

Yamaguchi 

Female 

41 , 808 

50 , 141 

45 , 975 

41 , 108 

42 , 355 

42 , 192 

40 , 333 

39 , 800 

Male 

39 , 822 

42 , 144 

40 , 983 

36 , 019 

41 , 187 

35 , 899 

38 , 818 

41 , 127 

Average 

40 , 816 

46 , 108 

43 , 462 

38 , 542 

41 , 731 

38 , 908 

39 , 580 

40 , 606 
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Table 2 Calf pnce in Hy5go Prefecture 
(1967) 

(Unit : yen) 

Average ema e 
(1962) 

Ta jima 137 , 255 61 , 400 

Tanba 108 , 441 41 , OOO 

Settu 96 , 863 

Awa ji l 21 , C05 45 , 930 

Higashi Harima 100 , 792 

Nishi Harima 99 , 664 37 , 630 

Average 121 , 339 

Female 

Source : Hy=go Prefecture. 
Ch ~goku 

Kumamoto 
Oita 

Mryazaki 

Kagoshima 

Ky~sh~ 

Fukushima 

Akita 

T~hoku 

Gif u 

Average 

41 , 497 

46 , 014 

37 , 189 

37 , 920 

43 , 527 

38 , 900 

40 , 166 

32 , 100 

32 , 768 

48 , 579 

38 , 971 

37 , 981 

43 , 228 

35 , 822 

40 , 046 

42 , 520 

38 , 027 

36 , 083 

31 , 800 

30 , 179 

42 , 614 

36 , 716 

39 , 873 

44 , 662 

36 , 497 

38 , 945 

42 , 991 

38 , 396 

38 , 495 

31 , 989 

31 , 704 

44 , 812 

37 , 858 

Table 3. Calf Price in Tottori 

(AVerage) 

Pref ecture 

(Unit : yen) 

Price (Index) Price (Index) 
(1962) (1965) 

Tottori lwanu 36,948( 94.10) 69 , 620 ( 98 . 57) 

Yazu 37,713( 96.05) 67 , 605 ( 95 . 98) 

T~haku Kura-
yo-,)hi 

41 , 972 (106 . 90) 70 ,096 ( 99 . 52) 

Yonago Saihaku 42 , I13 (107 . 26) 71 , 717 (101 . 82) 

Hino 37 , 571 ( 95 . 69) 70 , 838 (100 . 58) 

Average 41 , 341 (100 . OO) 70 , 433 (100 . OO) 

Source : An Outline of Livesiock Market Source : Totton Prefecture 

Inverstigation, by the Ministry of 

Aguriculture and Forestry (1965) . 

2. DiLferences by the main producing prefectures 

A few comments must be made on these differences. See Table 1. In the ranking 

in the average price, Hy5go comes first, Gifu second, Kumalnoto third, Kagoshima 

fourth and Shimane fifth. It can be said that the calf prices in the newly-developed 

producing prefectures, Fukushima, Gifu and Miyazaki, etc , are at the same level as, 

or higher than, that of each of the senior prefectures except Hy~go 

In reference of Table 1, special regard must also be paid to the fact that the rate of 

middle margin on sale and the method of collecting it vary regionally accordingly to 

market openers. At present, in Kinki-Chtlgoku, and parts 0L KyOshti and T~hoku, a 

seller (producer) is charged 4-50/0 Of the dealing price as a commission, thus the money 

received by him being so much reduced. In the other parts of Ky~sht-1 and TOhoku, 

they collect a commission frorn bo_ th buyer and seller? the r_ ate being 2-30/0 frQm each, 
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The result is that the buyer, Iivestock dealer, must pay a commission in addition to 

the market price. However, as a market openet does not like to force the buyer to pay 

the commission, there are not a few occasions when the buy~r puts off payment or 

makes no payment at all. The last case is often seen in the regi-on where the marketing 

structure has not yet been improved. 

3. Differences by producing areas within a prefecture 

The prices of calves are observed to be also different among producing counties (~un) 

or cities in the same prefecture. This fact can be attributable to the differences in 

quality or the variety of persons to whom a calf is sold, and in some areas, to the 

differences in the marketing practices or in the levels at which the market systems 

have been rationalized and modernized 

(1) Kinki-Ch~goku District 

First, there are considerable differences among the producing areas in Hy~go Prefecture, 

as seen in Table 2. The price is very high in the four counties of Tajima Area 

In 1967, compared with 1962, the order in price remained unchanged, Tajima Area 

ranking first, Awaji Island second and Tanba Area third. The price is the highest in 

Mikata and Kinosaki counties in Tajima and the lowest in Nishiharima Area. Such a 

remarkable contrast in price is due to the difference in quality and to the presence of 

a number of minor, independent market openers (gunchikuren) l 

Next, the situation in Tottori Prefecture in Chtigoku District is shown in Table 3. 

The range of calf price is narrow among the counties and cities in Tottori Prefecture 

In 1965, the highest 101 . 82 in index number in Yonago-Saihaku Area and the lowest 

95 .98 in Yazu Area. In the light of the fact that in 1954 the highest had been 111 . 23 

in Yonago-Saihaku and the lowest 85 .46 in Tottori-Iwami, it must be pointed out 

that the differences among counties and cities have got smaller and smaller in the 
pref ecture . 

In Tottori PreLecture, the prefectural authorities, moreover, have tried to consolidate 

market openers. In December, 1964, gu7zchikurens were liquidated and annexed to 

kenkeizairen2. Along with these, the recent decreasing tendency in differences in calf 

quality among counties and cities have spurred the regional differences of price to 

become smaller 

(2) Kytlshti District 

Oita Prefecture has produced Japanese cattle for a long time. The transaction has 

been carried on through gunchikuk~'~8 and >auachikuren, which have been neither consoli-

dated nor modernized yet. In 1962, the highest of the average price was 115 . 7 in 

Kuma County and the lowest 62.5 in Hida County, the range being wide. In this 
preLecture calf is, on an average, inferior in quality to that of Chtlgoku District. 

Moreover, an unfair dealing outside the market has often been seen. It can be said 

that the marketing structure there has, to that extent, been not yet improved 

4. Differences by market openers 

The patterns of market openers are classified into three : kenkeizairen, *~runchikuren 

and gunchikziky~. See Table 4. 

1 . Gunc/tikuren : county federation ot hvestock agricultural coops 

2. Kenkeizairen : Prefectural federation of economic agricultural coops 

3. Gunchikuky~ : County livestock agricultlJ:ral coop. 
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Table 4. Number of Market Openers in Major Producing Districts 

Kenkeizairen Gunchikuren Gunchikuky~ So~g~N6kyO Kenchikuren 

1962 2
 

8
 

60 4
 

O
 Tohoku 

1967 2
 

11 42 6
 

l
 

ChUgoku 1962 l
 

63 3
 

1
 

3
 

Kihki 
1967 4

 
50 O

 
5
 

1
 

1962 1
 

40 26 3
 

1
 Ky ~sh~ 

1967 2
 

35 24 4
 

1
 

Source : Ministry of Agrriculture and Forestry 

First, in Totto:ri Prefecture where the markets are opened by kenkeizairen, the difference 

between the highest and lowest prices was, in 1962, 13.20 in index number ( ~~5,116) , 

and in 1965, 5 .84 ( ~4,312) . The difference was comparatively small 

Next, in Hy~go Prefecture and Shimane Prefecture, where markets are opened by 
gunchikuren, the difference in 1962 was 4.4.6 ( ~ 24,370) in the former and 26 . 8 ( Y9,718) 

in the latter. In 1965 Hy5go had the difference of 30 .98 ( ~ 37,591) and Shimane 8.4 

( Y 7,816) . This shows that the difference was still great in the former, but a considerable 

decrease in the difference was seen in the latter 

Thirdly, in Oita and Akita Prefectures, the differences between counties in 1962 were 

all large, 53.30 (Y14,951) in Oita, 28.91 (Y8,397) in Akita 

To sum up, it is in the area where markets are opened by gunchikuren and 
gunchikuky6 that the regional differences in price between counties are comparatively 

greater. The causal factors of such a regional difference are numerous and complicated, 

but the most important factor is the market opener himself that performs the Lunction 

of regulating the other factors. 

II The developrnent of the market opener and its 

regional characteristics 

A Iivestock market opener sells cattle on consignment and at the same time gives 

farmers a technical guidance in cattle breeding and raising. Therefore, he plays a very 

important role in the cattle marketing and the modernization of producing organizations 

Who is the opener is, it can be said, a matter of great consequence for the promotion 

of rational marketing 

In the first half 0L the Meiji period, most markets were conducted by livestock 

dealers.~ But since the 33rd year 0L Meiji (1900) the government has encouraged an 

association of livestock breeder to open its market. Now, after the end of the war, 

agricultural cooperative associations are predominant as market opener in our country 

The existing market openers are classified into three types : special purpose agricultual 

cooperatives (gunchikuren and gunchikukyb) , general purpose agricultural cooperatives 

(kenkeizairen and individual coops) and livestock dealers. And as the market modern-

ization goes on, there seems to be a tendency that the old fashioned opener, gunchikuky~, 

develops first into a gunchikuren, and then into a ~ kenkeizairen. In some regions, of 

course, two or three types 0L the above mentioned may exist together concurrently 
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The phenomenon varies according to the degree to which the marketinba structure has 
passed through the rationalization in that region 

In such producing districts as Kinki-Chngoku, Ky~lsh~ and Tohoku, most of the 
markets are conducted by organizations under control of agricultural cooperatives 
According to the Agricultural Cooperative Association Law enacted in 1947, a number 
of individual livestock agricultural coops of county area (~runchikukys) and federation 

of agricultural livestock coops of county area (~imchik3tren) were established in 194.8 to 

194.9. The number of gunchik_,lky5s established was large, but owing to the fall in 

cattle price about 1949, they suffered a loss and came to a slump in business. So, in 

many regions, they were reorganized into gunchikuren, the members of which were 
individual agricultural coops. Most of the gunchikurens in Chtigoku District have 
passed through a similar process of development 

At present, the markets are still under the management 0L gurdtik~tkyoo'~' in Akita and 

Miyagi prefectures in Tohoku District, and in Kumamoto and Oita prefectures in 
Kyilshn District. But in those prefectures, it must be noted that livestock dealers have 

a great influence upon the cattle transaction and the management of market openers, 
with the result of no remarkable development being attained in the marketing structure 

In short, time-series analysis shows that gunchikuky5 and gunchikuren have a declining 

tendency, especially that the former decreased in number from 287 in 1954 to 97 in 
1966. The writer's investigation reveals as shown in Table 4 that kenkeizairen and 

individual agricultural coops (s9~~o n~ky~) have remarkably increased in number in 
Ch~goku-Kinki and Ky~shti districts. Naturally gunchikuk5'(~s have decreased, though 

gunchikurens into which gunchikuky~s were reorganized have increased in some regions 

To sum up the recent development of livestock market openers, its general tendency 

is expressed in these words : kenkeizairen or general purpose agricultural coops have 

advanced, while special purpose agricultural coops declined. At present, cattle producing 

districts are divided into the following four types 

(1) Districts where gunchikuky~s which were' established from 194.8 to 1949 continue to 

be the leading openers 

Kumamoto Prefecture in Kytlshti ; Akita Prefecture in Tohoku 

(2) Districts where gunchikurens which were established from 1948 to 1949 continue to 

be the openers : 

Hy~go, Shimane and Hiroshima Prefectures in Kinki-Chtlgoku ; Miyazaki and 
Kagoshima Prefectures in Ky~ishn 

(3) Districts where many 0L gunchikurens in a prefecture were disorganized and annexed 

to kenkeizairen and one organization resulted 

Okayama, Tottori and Yamaguchi Prefectures in Chtigoku 
(4) Districts where two openers, gunchikuren and gunehikuky~, coexist : 

Fukushima Prefecture in Tohoku ; Oita Prefecture in Kynshti: ~ ~ 

It must be noted that in major producing Prefectures in Chtigoku-Kinki, 1-ike 
Hiroshima, Shimane and Hy~go, there are many gunchikurens already reorganized, 
though not yet annexed to kenkeizairen, while a number of old fashioned gunchikuky5 
still exist in backward prefectures in Tohoku or Ky~sh~: districts 

III Conclusion 

The writer stated in the preceding chapters that there are differences in the price 

of calf among its producing areas and that livestock market openers are composed of 

three types and their distribution in our country is marked by regional characters 

The crux of problem is how those characters observed in the distribution of the three 

types are related to the formation 0L regional differences in calf price that is to say, 
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what role the openers play in the determination of calf price in their respective regions 

The factors of the regional differences in price have four aspects 

1 . aspect of market structure (transaction systems) ; 2. aspect of commodity (quality of 

calf) ; 3, aspect of demand (measures for promoting demand) ; 4. aspect of supply 
(control of the number of heads brought to market) 

First, what is expected of market openers to do in the aspect of market structure 

is to modernize the market constitution, namely, to rationalize transaction systems, 

to improve marketing methods, etc. To be concrete, this means openers' efforts to 
consolidate markets and adjust the number of market openings so that they may gret 
out of dealers' control. These efforts, of course, affect the regional differences in price 

In Kynshn and part of T~hoku, where there are many gunchikuky5s, Iivestock dealers 

control both the market management and the price formation. The price at auction 
there is low for good quality of calf. In districts like Kinki or part of Chtlgoku, 

where markets are ()pened by kenkeizairen, there is no room for shady transaction 
through livestock dealers. The market management is, considerably, rationalized, and 

the range of calf price is narrow among counties 

Secondly, in the aspect of commodity, market openers are expected to give a technical 

guidance to producers and to induce them to have their cattle registered. In the case 

of g~nchikL1-ens in Ch~goku-Kinki District, these efforts of openers are highly valued, 

with the result of good high-priced calves being produced. However, they tend to 
make cattle more indigenous to a particular region and increase the disparity in price 

among counties. In the case of kenkeizairen, on the other hand, balanced and systematic 

guida'nce 'is given for breeding and improving techniques all over the prefectures, so 

that the differences among counties are not so great 

Thirdly, market openers, in the aspect 0L demand, have to extend the market and 
make propaganda for cattle marketing. This business is most rationally done if the 
opener is kenkeizairen. An enlarged market raises the price 

Fourthly, what openers can do in the aspect of supply is to control the number of 
livestock brought to market. Producers are bound to sell their calves at the appointed 

market according to the practice. Therefore, the yearly number of heads supplied to a 

particular market is almost invariable, and hard to increase or decrease at the opener's 

convenience. This means that all the opener can do toward control of livestock 
marketing is to increase or decrease the number of heads to be put on sale as occasion 

calls. In a backvvard distric like Tohoku or part of KyOshtl where markets are opened 
by gunchikukyos, calves are often sold in a direct transaction between producer and ~ 

dealer before they are carried to market. In this case, the number of marketed cattle 

decrease and accordingly the price falls 

In conclusion it must be added that among the factors creating the regional 
differences in calf price, the following are under direct control of a market opener 

improvement of market organizations ; regulations on marketing ; adjustment of heads 
to be put on sale, All of these strongly affect the formation of regional differences 
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